We have a world policy.
2. We want the United Nations to be a strong going concern. We expect to support it with all our might.
3. We want a unified, democratic Germany. By that we mean a government for the German people, not a police government.
4. We want a democratic government in Japan—a government for the
4. We want a free and independent Korea with a government for the people. Not a police government.
5. Our policy is to be friendly and cooperative with China. We are still hoping that China will develop a government of and for the people of China. Not a police government.
6. We are helping Greece and Turkey to have and maintain free governments, and we shall not hold \[...

7. We have only one objective in world affairs and that is a peaceful world. There are resources and room for all. We have no territorial or imperialistic aims or
8. We do not intend to stand idly by and allow our people to be bullied and oppressed by Russia or any other foe in the state.

9. We have shown a sincere desire to get along and be friendly with Russia. We have made all efforts to prevent such a lesson to the world. We have fostered no country which has come under us as a result of war. We have asked not re-
parations or territory. We have offered to share atomic energy for peaceful purposes and we have offered a complete disarmament plan to the United Nations. We have been stopped at every point by Russia. We are more than willing to cooperate with all the world powers for peace. Russia has shown no desire to cooperate or
to keep the Committee united. Not one single agreement has been kept. We must put exact conditions as they are otherwise we shall simply drift into another and more disastrous conflict.

Peace is the most important thing. We expect to get it on honorable terms.
all. But we think more of freedom and liberty than we do of anything else and we are not afraid to stand no matter what the price.